Prelude to a harvest

Following their mutiny against Captain Bligh on HMS Bounty in 1789, the mutineers and their Tahitian companions settled on Pitcairn Island, one of a group of four small volcanic islands that form the sole British overseas territory in the Pacific Ocean. Initially, they survived by farming and fishing, but 10 years later alcohol, murder and disease had taken the lives of most of the men.

About this time, two remaining mutineers, John Adams and Ned Young, came across the “Bounty’s” bible in the bottom of an old chest. They began to read it, and the power of God’s Word reached into the hearts of these hardened men and changed their lives forever. They began to teach the children from the bible until every person on the island converted to Christianity. Today, with a population of less than fifty, every person on Pitcairn Island is a Christian.

The bible has the power to transform our lives, but for it to be effective a heart and mind open to God’s grace and message is required.

Isaiah writes to a people who are in exile, a people who have tried to find prosperity through political alliances and trust in the gods of other nations. The prophet calls them to repent of their misbegotten allegiances and trust in the God who is enduringly faithful. God has not forgotten them and does not punish them but invites them through the image of rain and snow to be open to what God is offering.

The refrain of the responsorial psalm, “the seed that falls on good ground will yield a fruitful harvest,” is full of thanksgiving for blessings received from God which prepare the earth for a bountiful harvest.

The psalm serves as a prelude to the gospel parable of the sower.

We are familiar with many of these biblical texts for we have heard them season after season, but can they take root in our hearts and call us to new life? Can the Word of God open our hearts to reflect on the circumstances of our lives to hear the familiar texts in ways that speak to our hearts and transform our lives.

No one would have expected the conversion of Ned Young and John Adams, but there was an unexpected conversion that brought them to share the good news with the children of the island. In St Paul’s words, can we experience a new creation in our lives that helps us to live in hope, witness to the Good News by our lives, and work for a better world for all.
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